Functional dependencies (FDs) and inclusion dependencies (INDs) are the most fundamental integrity constraints that arise in practice in relational databases. We introduce null inclusion dependencies (NINDs) to cater for the situation when a database is incomplete and contains null values. We show that the implication problem for NINDs is the same as that for INDs. We then present a sound and complete axiom system for null functional dependencies (NFDs) and NINDs, and prove that the implication problem for NFDs and NINDs is decidable and EXPTIME-complete. By contrast, when no nulls are allowed, this implication problem is undecidable. This undecidability result has motivated several researchers to restrict their attention to FDs and noncircular INDs in which case the implication problem was shown to be EXPTIME-complete. Our results imply that when considering nulls in relational database design we need not assume that NINDs are noncircular.
Introduction
Functional dependencies (FDs) ULLM88, ATZE93] generalize the notions of entity integrity and keys CODD79] and inclusion dependencies (INDs) MITC83, CASA84] generalize the notions of referential integrity and foreign keys CODD79, DATE86] . In this sense FDs and INDs are the most fundamental data dependencies that arise in practice. Codd CODD79] suggested the addition to the database domains of an unmarked null value, whose meaning is \value at present unknown", which we denote by unk, in order to extend relations so that they can model situations when the information is incomplete. We call such relations, whose tuples may contain the null value unk, incomplete relations and we call a sequence of incomplete relations an incomplete database (or simply a database). Following Codd's proposal, incomplete information is represented in SQL by using unk as a distinguished null value DATE93] .
The theory of data dependencies in relational databases has been generalized in order to deal with incomplete databases. In particular, FDs have been generalized to null functional dependencies LIEN82, ATZE86, LEVE96], multivalued dependencies ULLM88, ATZE93] have been generalized to null multivalued dependencies LIEN82] and join dependencies ULLM88, ATZE93] have been generalized to null join dependencies LEVE92].
To our knowledge INDs have not yet been generalized to null inclusion dependencies 1 (NINDs) in order to cater for the situation when a database is incomplete; herein we investigate such a generalization. To illustrate the need for NINDs consider a database containing three incomplete relations, r 1 , r 2 and r 3 , shown in Tables 1, 2 The semantics of this incomplete database are: in r 1 each STUDent studies in one DEParTment, in r 2 each DEPT has one HEAD and in r 3 each LECTurer teaches in one DEPT. Furthermore, each DEPT of r 1 is included in the set of DEPTs of r 3 and each HEAD and DEPT of r 2 is included in the set of LECTs and DEPTs of r 3 .
Thus, the semantics of the database schema, fR 1 ; R 2 ; R 3 g, can be captured by a set of NFDs, F, and a set of NINDs I, where F = fR 1 : STUD ! DEPT, R 2 : DEPT ! HEAD, R 3 : LECT ! DEPTg and I = fR 1 Intuitively, a NFD R : X ! Y is satis ed in an incomplete relation r over R, if there exists a relation without nulls emanating from r which satis es the NFD on using the classical de nition of FD satisfaction ULLM88, ATZE93] .
Correspondingly, we now explain the meaning of a NIND R X] S Y] being satis ed in an incomplete database. Intuitively, an occurrence of unk is less informative than an occurrence of a nonnull value, and a tuple t 1 over a relation schema R 1 = < A 1 ; : : :; A m > is less informative than a tuple t 2 over a relation schema R 2 = < B 1 ; : : :; B m >, written t 1 v t 2 , if 8 i 2 f1,: : :,mg, t 1 A i ] is less or equally informative than t 2 B i ].
The NIND R X] S Y] is satis ed in an incomplete database, d, containing relations r over R and s over S, if 8t 1 2 r, 9t 2 2 s such that t 1 X] v t 2 Y]. This de nition of a NIND can be seen to faithfully generalize the de nition of an IND, since it implies that there exists a database without nulls emanating from d which satis es the NIND on using the classical de nition of IND satisfaction MITC83, CASA84] .
Consider next the example: let BOSS be a relation schema having two attributes, EMP and MGR, and let r be the relation over BOSS shown in Table 4 . The fact that a manager is also an employee is captured by the NIND BOSS MGR] BOSS EMP]. This type of NIND gives rise to the notion of circular NINDs SCIO86] , which leads to the following problem. In order to enforce the satisfaction of this NIND over BOSS in a relation without nulls we get into a circular argument implying that a relation that satis es the NIND has an in nite number of tuples (we allow only nite relations), unless we allow employees to manage themselves. In the presence of incomplete information, as can be veri ed in Table 4 , this semantic problem does not arise.
EMP MGR Jack John John Jill
Jill unk Table 4 : The incomplete relation r A more serious problem that arises with INDs is that the implication problem for FDs together with INDs holding in a database without nulls was shown to be undecidable MITC83, CHAN85] . This has motivated several researchers MANN86] to restrict their attention to noncircular INDs, since the implication problem for FDs and noncircular INDs is decidable and was shown to be EXPTIME-complete COSM85].
We show that this restriction can be relaxed in the case of incomplete relations, since the implication problem for NFDs together with NINDs holding in incomplete databases is decidable. In fact, we prove that the implication problem for NFDs and NINDs is EXPTIMEcomplete. Due to the fact that in practice it is very di cult to avoid null values (as was already mentioned SQL supports the null value unk), our result implies that database designers need not restrict their attention to any subclass of NFDs and NINDs.
We derive a sound and complete axiom system for NFDs and NINDs based on Mitchell's sound and complete axiom system for FDs together with INDs MITC83] . Our axiom system consists of Lien's and Atzeni's axiom system for inferring NFDs from NFDs LIEN82, ATZE86], Casanova et al.'s axiom system CASA84] for inferring NINDs from NINDs, the pullback inference rule MITC83] for inferring NFDs from NFDs and NINDs and the null collection inference rule, which is a new inference rule, motivated by the collection inference rule MITC83], for inferring NINDs from NFDs and NINDs.
In our motivating example we observe that the NFD R 2 : HEAD ! DEPT is implied by the NFD R 3 : LECT ! DEPT and the NIND R 2 HEAD, DEPT] R 3 LECT, DEPT], on using the pullback inference rule.
A desirable goal in relational database design is for a database schema to be in BoyceCodd normal form (BCNF) ULLM88, ATZE93], which intuitively means that the left-hand sides of all nontrivial FDs (in our case NFDs) are supersets of keys. In order to incorporate NINDs into database design we de ne the notion of key-based NINDs MANN86, MANN88] , which generalize the notion of foreign key as follows.
A NIND R X] S Y] is said to be key-based if Y is a key for S. In this case we consider X to be a foreign key of R with respect to S (cf. DATE86]). We show that if a database schema is in BCNF with respect to a set of NFDs, F, and all the NINDs in a set of NINDs, I, are key-based, then we have the desirable property that any NFD that is logically implied by F I is logically implied by F on its own and any NIND that is logically implied by F I is logically implied by I on its own (cf. MANN88]). In this case we say that F and I have no interaction. As a consequence, when F and I have no interaction, the implication problem for NFDs and NINDs reduces to the separate implication problems for NFDs and NINDs. This result suggests that a good design principle in the presence of NFDs and NINDs is a BCNF database schema together with a set of key-based NINDs. Our result generalizes that of MANN86], since we do not assume that the set of NINDs is noncircular.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we formalize incomplete relations and incomplete databases, and de ne a partial order on tuples of such relations. In Section 3 we de ne the notions of NFD and NIND and their satisfaction in the context of incomplete databases. In Section 4 we extend the chase procedure, de ned over relations without nulls with respect to FDs MAIE79, ATZE93] and INDs JOHN84, MANN88] , to incomplete relations with respect to NFDs and NINDs. In Section 5 we utilize the chase procedure in order to derive a sound and complete axiom system for NFDs together with NINDs. In Section 6 we study the complexity of the implication problem for NFDs together with NINDs. In Section 7 we investigate the special case of key-based NINDs, which formalize the notion of referential integrity, and consider the problem of interaction between NFDs and such NINDs. Finally, in Section 8 we give our concluding remarks and in Appendix A we present proofs of some complexity results.
Relations that Model Incomplete Information
In this section we introduce the underlying database model used throughout the paper.
De nition 2.1 (Relation and database schema) Let Att be a countably in nite set of attribute names (or simply attributes). A relation schema (or simply a schema) is a relation symbol R together with an associated similarity type, denoted by type(R), such that type(R) 2 !, where ! is the set of all natural numbers. We refer to such a schema simply as R. For convenience we associate with each relation schema R a total and one-to-one mapping, att: f1,...,type(R)g ! Att, which allows us to name the type(R) components of a relation schema R; we denote the sequence <att(1), . . . , att(type(R))> by schema(R).
A database schema is a set R = fR 1 ; : : :; R n g, n 2 !, such that each R i 2 R is a relation schema.
From now on we will refer to a sequence of attributes as a shorthand for a sequence of distinct attributes (we assume that sequences of attributes do not contain any repeated attributes). As usual uppercase letters (which may be subscripted) appearing at the end of the alphabet such as X, Y, W, Z will be used to denote sequences of attributes, while those at the beginning of the alphabet such as A, B, C, D will be used to denote single attributes.
When convenient we will write A 1 ; : : :; A n instead of < A 1 ; : : :; A n > to describe a sequence and when no ambiguity arises we will refer to a sequence of attributes as a set of attributes.
We take A 2< A 1 ; :::; A n > to mean A 2 fA 1 ; :::; A n g and < A 1 ; :::; A n > < B 1 ; :::; B m >, with n m, to mean fA 1 ; :::; A n g fB 1 ; :::; B m g.
We will denote the fact that two sequences have the same elements, i. e. that both X Y and Y X hold, by X Y, and will denote the concatenation of two sequences X and Y by XY; we will assume that, unless otherwise stated, when we concatenate two sequences of attributes these sequences have no common attributes, i. e. they are disjoint. The di erence between two sequences of attributes, denoted by X?Y, is the sequence resulting from removing all the common attributes in X and Y from X while maintaining the original order of the attributes remaining in X. If the sequences X, Y are not disjoint we de ne their concatenation XY to be (X?Y)Y. The intersection of two sequences of attributes, denoted by X \ Y, is a shorthand for X ? (X ? Y). For simplicity we will not distinguish between the empty sequence, <>, and the empty set, ;.
For a sequence or set X, jXj will denote the cardinality of X. Finally, the size of a set or sequence X is de ned to be the cardinality of a standard encoding GARE79] of X. A relation r over R is said to be complete if 8t 2 r, t is complete, otherwise r is said to be incomplete. A relation r over R is said to be inconsistent if 9t 2 r such that t is inconsistent, otherwise r is said to be consistent.
A database d over R is said to be complete if all the relations r in d are complete, otherwise d is said to be incomplete. A database d over R is said to be inconsistent if there exists a relation r in d such that r is inconsistent, otherwise d is said to be consistent.
We let COMPLETE(R) denote the countably in nite set of all complete databases over R. De nition 2.6 (Less informative constants) Let r be a relation over R. We de ne a partial order in Dom De nition 2.9 (The set of possible worlds of a relation) The set of all possible worlds relative to a relation r over R, denoted by POSS(r), is de ned by POSS(r) = fs j s is a relation over R and there exists a total and onto mapping f : r ! s such that 8t 2 r; t v f(t) and f(t) is completeg: We extend POSS to a database d = < r 1 ; : : :; r n > over R, as follows:
POSS(d) = f< s 1 ; : : :; s n >j s 1 2 POSS(r 1 ) and : : : and s n 2 POSS(r n )g:
The following proposition states the relationship between the concept of possible worlds and consistency. From now on we assume that unless otherwise stated relations and databases are consistent.
3 Null Functional and Null Inclusion Dependencies
In this section we introduce the null data dependencies we investigate in the paper.
De nition 3.1 (Null Functional Dependency) A null functional dependency (or simply a NFD) over a database schema R is a statement of the form R : X ! Y (or simply X ! Y whenever R is understood from context), where R 2 R and X, Y schema(R). The NFD X ! Y is said to be trivial if Y X; it is said to be standard if X 6 = ;.
Hereafter we will assume that all NFDs are standard. We also assume that a database schema R has a set of NFDs associated with it, denoted by F. We let NFD(R) be the set of all possible sets F of NFDs over R. We assume that a database schema R has a set of NINDs associated with it, denoted by I, and let NIND(R) be the set of all possible sets I of NINDs over R. The justi cation for our de nition of NIND satisfaction is that the use of the notion of less informative tuples leads to the most natural generalisation of set-inclusion.
The following proposition gives a semantic characterization of NIND satisfaction in terms of possible worlds. De nition 3.6 (Logical implication) Let F I be a set of NINDs and NFDs over R. We say that logically implies a NFD or a NIND over R, written j = , whenever for all databases, d over R, the following condition is true: if 8 2 ; d j = holds then d j = also holds. De nition 3.7 (Axiom system) An axiom system for NFDs and NINDs is a set of inference rules (or simply rules) that can be used to derive NFDs and NINDs from a given set of NFDs and NINDs over R. Given an axiom system for NFDs and NINDs, a proof of a NFD or a NIND over R, obtained from , is a nite sequence of NFDs and NINDs over R, whose last element is , and where each NFD or NIND in the said sequence is either in or follows from a nite number of previous NFDs and NINDs in the sequence by one of the inference rules. We denote by ` the fact that there exists a proof of from .
De nition 3.8 (Sound and complete axiom system) Let F I be a set of NINDs and NFDs over R and be a NFD or a NIND over R. An axiom system is sound for NFDs and NINDs if ` implies that j = and it is complete for NFDs and NINDs if j = implies that ` .
An axiom system which is sound and complete whenever consists of NFDs only (respectively, NINDs only) and is a NFD (respectively, a NIND) is said to be sound and complete for NFDs (respectively, NINDs).
We mention that Lien's and Atzeni's axiom system for NFDs contains the four inference rules: re exivity, augmentation, union, and decomposition. Although Lien LIEN82] and Atzeni and Morfuni ATZE86] suggested the interpretation of \inapplicable" or \nonexistent", and \no information", respectively, for the unmarked null value, the axiom system for NFDs in the presence of unk remains essentially the same.
The following ve inference rules constitute an axiom system which is sound and complete for NFDs LIEN82, ATZE86]. (We have added the permutation rule to the original axiom system to take into account the fact that we are dealing with sequences of attributes rather than the usual sets of attributes.)
De nition 3.9 (Inference rules for NFDs) We de ne the following ve inference rules for NFDs, where F is a set of NFDs over R and R 2 R: We now show that the above axiom system is also sound and complete for NINDs. Proof. It can be veri ed by the de nition of the satisfaction of a NIND that the inference rules are sound.
In order to prove completeness of the axiom system we need to show that if I j = then I` , or equivalently, we need to show that if I 6 then I 6 j = . Thus we need to exhibit a database d such that 8 2 I; d j = but d 6 j = :
(1) Now, by the completeness of the axiom system for INDs when only complete databases are involved CASA84], 9d 2 COMPLETE(R) satisfying (1). The result follows, since COM-PLETE(R) DB(R). 2
In view of this theorem, in the sequel we shall refer to the aforesaid inference rules as inference rules for NINDs also.
The chase procedure for NFDs and NINDs
We extend the classical chase procedure de ned over complete relations with respect to FDs MAIE79, ATZE93] and INDs JOHN84, MANN88] to incomplete relations with respect to NFDs and NINDs.
We show that the chase procedure can be used to test whether a database satis es a set of NFDs and NINDs. We also show that, in general, the chase can add an exponential number of tuples to its input database. Finally, we show that the chase can always be computed by rst applying the NIND chase rule (de ned below) as long as possible and then applying the NFD rule (de ned below) as long as possible. We now de ne the said two chase rules (or simply rules), which are applied to a database We now give the pseudo-code of an algorithm designated, CHASE(d, F, I), which, given an input database d over R together with a set of NFDs F and a set of NINDs I, applies the NFD and NIND rules to d as long as possible and returns the resulting database over R.
CHASE(d, F, I) will also denote the database resulting from the ensuing Algorithm 1. Proof. Let Result be a state of the database d during the execution of Algorithm 1, which computes CHASE(d, F, I), and assume that d is consistent. We call an execution of line 6 in Algorithm 1 a chase step. Firstly, we note that the NFD rules can be applied in any order since, if CHASE(d, F, I) is consistent, they do not modify any constants in the database.
We now make two useful observations about insertability and the degree thereof:
Insertability of a type(S)-tuple t is preserved until the degree of insertability is reduced to zero; when the degree of insertability is one, then either t will be inserted into s by the de nition of the NIND rule (possibly after some further chase steps), or a more informative tuple t 0 , such that t v t 0 , will be inserted into s (possibly after some further chase steps).
If deg ins(t) > 0, then it will be reduced but remain greater or equal to zero after further We observe that we do not need to make any assumption about the structure of the NINDs in I in order for CHASE(d, F, I) to terminate. When considering only complete relations then, in general, the chase does not terminate unless the set of NINDs is noncircular in which case the chase procedure is guaranteed to terminate (see JOHN84, MANN88] ). Proof. See Appendix A.
We note that the above theorem holds even if I is noncircular, since the set I of NINDs used in the proof is noncircular.
We can now obtain an exponential time upper bound for computing CHASE(d, Lemma 4.6 Let d be a database over R, F be a set of NFDs over R and I be a set of NINDs over R. Then Table 5 , and s being the relation over S, shown in Table 6 . It can be veri ed that Although we have just shown that the collection rule is unsound for NFDs and NINDs, the following new inference rule, which we call the null collection inference rule, can be shown to be sound for NFDs and NINDs. Since we have assumed that herein we deal with only standard NFDs, it is obvious that type(R) +1 marked nulls su ce.
NFD-NIND2
In the sequel we call a relation, which is de ned over Mdom(R), a marked relation and a database consisting of a sequence of marked relations a marked database. We observe that a marked database is always consistent, since Mdom(R) does not contain any nonnull values.
We now modify the NFD rule as follows. In the sequel NFD rule and modi ed NFD rule will be used interchangeably, as long as no ambiguity arises. We now modify the chase procedure to take into account the modi ed NFD rule.
De nition 5.2 (Modi ed chase) The chase of a marked database d over R with respect to F and I, which is computed by Algorithm 1 and such that the modi ed NFD rule is applied instead of the NFD rule, is called the modi ed chase and is denoted by MCHASE(d, F, I ).
We note that Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 can be shown to hold for the modi ed chase. We brie y outline how this can be done.
Lemma 4.1, asserting that Algorithm 1 terminates when applying the modi ed NFD rule, holds since the modi ed chase does not introduce any new values during its computation. Now, since d does not contain any nonnull values, it is always the case that MCHASE(d, F, I) is consistent. Therefore, Lemma 4.2, asserting that the database MCHASE(d, F, I) returned by Algorithm 1 when applying the modi ed NFD rule is unique, holds since there is an equivalence relation amongst the marked nulls in adom(d) that are equated by the modi ed NFD rule and thus all the marked nulls in a particular equivalence class will be changed to the least upper bound of that equivalence class prior to the termination of Algorithm 1 (cf.
MAIE79, JOHN84, ATZE93]).
Lemma 4.6 does not hold for the modi ed chase and thus the modi ed chase cannot be computed by rst applying the NIND rule as long as possible and then applying the NFD rule as long as possible. Let r; s 1 and s 2 be the relations shown in Tables 8, 9 and 10, respectively, and let d = < r; s 1 ; s 2 > be a database over R, with R = fR; S 1 ; S 2 g and schema(R) = < A >, schema(S 1 ) = < B > and schema(S 2 ) = < C; D >. The following theorem concerning the modi ed chase gives the result corresponding to Theorem 4.3. De nition 5.3 (The database for a NFD and a NIND) Let be the NFD R : X ! A over R, where A 2 schema(R). The database for , denoted by d , with jd j = n, is the marked database < ;; : : :; ;; r ; ;; : : :; ; >, where r = ft 1 ; t 2 g over R is the marked relation shown in Table 11 We now proceed to prove the if part of the lemma. We assume that is a nontrivial NIND, otherwise the result trivially holds. By Theorem 5.1 part (2) 8 2 I, MCHASE(d 0 , ;, I) j = . Let d be a database over R such that 8 2 I, d j = ; we show that it is also the case that d j = .
Let u 2 r, where r 2 d is the relation over R. We claim that 9 w 2 s, where s 2 d is the relation over S, such that u X] v w Y] and thus d j = as required. Proof. In order to show that 6 j = we exhibit a database, d over R, such that 8 2 , d j = but d 6 j = . Let d 0 be the database < ;; : : :; ;; r; s; ;;:::; ; > over R, with jd 0 j = n, where r 2 d 0 is the relation over R shown in Table 13 and s 2 d 0 is the relation over S shown in Table 14 . (In Tables 13 and 14 
De nition 5.4 (Containment mapping) A containment mapping, , is a mapping from
Mdom(R) to Dom satisfying the following two conditions:
1. each ? i is mapped by to a nonnull value; 2. unk is mapped by to either unk or to a nonnull value.
We extend to type(R)-tuples t, where schema(R) = < A 1 ; : : :; A type(R) >, as follows: (t) = < (t(A 1 )), : : :, (t(A type(R) ))>, where each occurrence of unk is mapped (separately) by either to unk or to a nonnull value.
Correspondingly we extend to marked relations r over R, as follows: (r) = f (t) j t 2 rg. Finally, we extend to marked databases d = < r 1 ; : : :; r n > over R as follows: (d) = < (r 1 ), : : :, (r n )>.
The following theorem shows that the modi ed chase can be also be viewed as an inference procedure.
Theorem 5.5 Let F be a set of NFDs over R, I be a set of NINDs over R and = F I.
The following two statements are true: Proof. We consider the NFD and the NIND separately. In the proof we let R, S, T 2 R. Next let be a containment mapping from d to d such that (t 1 ) = u 1 and (t 2 ) = u 2 . In order to prove the result we need to show that is also a containment mapping Let us consider the last chase step executed to obtain MCHASE(d , F, I). There are two cases to consider.
In the rst case the last chase step is an application of the NIND rule. Now, since no changes are made to the current states of t 1 and t 2 , sayt 1 andt 2 , by the execution of the last chase step, it must be the case thatt 1 A] =t 2 A] = t 0 1 A] = t 0
2 A] prior to the execution of the last chase step. The result therefore follows by inductive hypothesis.
In the second case the last chase step is an application of the NFD rule for a NFD S : W ! Z 2 F. Let w 1 and w 2 be the two tuples in the relation over S in the current state of d , prior to the execution of the last chase step, such that either w 1 or w 2 or both of w 1 and w 2 are modi ed by the application of the NFD rule. Thus, 9 B 2 Z such that either w In the second case the last chase step is an application of the NFD rule for a NFD S : W ! Z 2 F.
Let w 1 and w 2 be the two tuples in the relation over S in the current state of d i prior to the execution of the last chase step. We assume without loss of generality that w 1 is the current state of t 0 i prior to the execution of the last chase step. We also assume without loss of generality that 8 A 2 Z, w 1 A] is changed by the last chase step; otherwise we choose the maximal subset of Z satisfying this assumption to be the right-hand side of the NFD for which the NFD rule is applied.
By inductive hypothesis it follows that (w 1 ), (w 2 ) 2 s and also that (w 1 ) WZ] and However, if the A-values are not equal in the nal state of r , then we can construct a counterexample database satisfying all 2 but violating by using an appropriate containment mapping.
(Only if part for the NIND case): The only if part of the theorem follows directly from The following theorem utilises the previous results to exhibit a more re ned sound and complete axiom system for NFDs and NINDs than that in Corollary 5.6.
Theorem 5.7 The axiom system comprising inference rules, NFD1 to NFD5, IND1 to IND3, NFD-NIND1 and NFD-NIND2 is sound and complete for NFDs and NINDs.
Proof. Soundness has already been established, it thus remains to show that the axiom system is complete. That is, we need to show that given a set, = F I, where F is a set of NFDs and I is a set of NINDs both over R, and a NFD or a NIND, , j = implies that ` .
We prove the result by considering the two cases separately. As in the previous theorem, we let R, S, T 2 R. (Induction): Assume the result holds when the number of chase steps required to compute MCHASE(d , F, I) is k, where k 1; we then need to prove that the result holds when the number of chase steps required to compute MCHASE(d , F, I) is k+1.
Let us consider the last chase step executed to obtain MCHASE(d , F, I). There are two cases to consider.
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In the rst case the last chase step is an application of the NIND rule. As in the if part for the NFD case in the proof of Theorem 5.5 the result follows by inductive hypothesis, since the A-values of the nal states of t 1 ; t 2 2 r must already be equal prior to the execution of the NIND rule.
In the second case the last chase step is an application of the NFD rule for a NFD S : W ! Z 2 F. Thus, 9 B 2 Z that causes the A-values of t 1 and t 2 to be equated. Furthermore, `S : W ! Z by induction hypothesis and thus `S : W ! B by the decomposition rule. By inductive hypothesis `R VA] S UB], where V X and U is a permutation of W, since jWj jXj must hold due to the fact that the W-values of the tuples in the current state of the marked relation over S must all be marked nulls prior to the application of the said NFD rule, and in addition we do not allow repeated attributes. Thus `S : U ! B follows by the permutation rule for NFDs and `R : V ! A follows by the pullback rule. The result that `R : X ! A now follows on using the augmentation, decomposition and permutation rules for NFDs.
(The NIND case) : We prove that j = implies ` , where is the NIND R X] S Y], by showing that the if part of Theorem 5.5 part (2) implies ` . We assume that it is not that case that both R = S and X = Y, otherwise ` follows by the re exivity rule for NINDs.
Let i 2 f0,: : :; 2 m?1 g satisfy the condition that 8 j 2 f0,: : :; 2 m?1 g, the number of chase steps required to compute MCHASE(d i , F, I) is greater than or equal to the number of chase steps required to compute MCHASE(d j , F, I).
We obtain the result by induction on the number of chase steps, say k, required to compute MCHASE(d i , F, I). In the second case the last chase step is an application of the NFD rule for a NFD S :
Z 3 ! Z 1 2 F. Thus by inductive hypothesis `S : Z 3 ! Z 1 holds. Without loss of generality we assume that Z 1 is the minimal set of attributes necessary for applying the last chase step. By inductive hypothesis on using Lemma 5.4 we have that `R T] S Y], with X T. Without loss of generality we assume that T = W 2 W 1 W, Y = Z 1 Z 2 Z and that the last chase step equates a W 1 -value with a W 2 -value. It follows that jW 1 j = jZ 1 j = jW 2 j = jZ 2 j 1 must hold. Moreover, `R W 2 W 1 W] S Z 1 Z 2 Z].
We next show that Z 3 Z also holds, assuming without loss of generality that Z 3 Y. Firstly, we can assume that Z 3 \Z 1 = ;, since j = Z 3 ! Z 1 if and only if j = Z 3 ! (Z 1 ?Z 3 ). Secondly, if Z 3 \Z 2 6 = ;, then it follows that in the case when jZ 1 j = 1 (which by Theorem 5.5 can always be assumed without loss of generality) the said W 1 -value and the said W 2 -value can be equated in k chase steps contrary to our assumption. Thus Z 3 Z. It therefore follows that 9W 3 W such that jW 3 j = jZ 3 j. Let In conclusion, by induction hypothesis, all the preconditions of the null collection rule hold. The result that `R X] S Y] follows on using the null collection rule. 2
The following proposition shows that we cannot, in general, put a bound on the number of NINDs used in a derivation of a new NIND that uses null collection. This means that for no natural number k 0 does there exist a k-ary complete axiomatization for NFDs and NINDs in the sense of CASA84]. We observe that the cardinality of is greater than m and that m 3.
It can now be veri ed that `R X] S Y] on using the null collection rule. Furthermore, it can also be veri ed that 8 2 , f g 6 j = R X] S Y].
We claim that if is a set of at most m members of , and if is either a NFD or a NIND over R such that j = , then 9 2 such that f g j = . The claim follows on examining the inference rules of the axiom system we have shown to be sound and complete in Theorem 5.7 and the comment made after the de nition of the null collection rule.
The result follows directly from CASA84, Corollary 5.2], since all three su cient conditions of this corollary are satis ed. 2
It can be veri ed by the de nitions of satisfaction of a NFD and a NIND that if we allow nonstandard NFDs we get the following interaction between NFDs and NINDs COSM90]: fR : ; ! Y, R X] R Y]g j = R : ; ! X. On the other hand, the relation shown in Table 15 24 provides a counterexample to the following interaction between NFDs and NINDs COSM90]: It follows that the implication problem for NFDs and NINDs is at least PSPACE-hard GARE79]. Now, by using Corollary 4.5 and Corollary 5.6 (see the comment made after Theorem 5.1) we can establish an exponential time upper bound in the sizes of the schemas in R and the set for the said implication problem.
The following theorem establishes an exponential time lower bound for the implication problem for NFDs and NINDs by also showing that the problem is EXPTIME-hard GARE79]. The proof extends the technique used in CASA84, Theorem 3.3] by reducing an alternating Turing machine working in space n CHAN81] to the implication problem for NFDs and NINDs.
This result is interesting in view of the EXPTIME-completeness result that was established in COSM85] for FDs and noncircular INDs holding in complete relations; the result was shown to hold even if the cardinality of the left-hand sides and right-hand sides of all the FDs is one.
Theorem 6.1 The implication problem for NFDs and NINDs is EXPTIME-complete.
Proof. See Appendix A.
As a special case we next show that if we do not use the null collection rule in our derivations, then the implication problem for NFDs and NINDs is in PSPACE; of course by Theorem 5.7 the axiom system without the null collection rule is no longer complete.
Theorem 6.2 If we disallow the use of the null collection rule in dervations of NFDs and NINDs, then the implication problem for NFDs and NINDs is PSPACE-complete.
In the process of relational database design several researchers have made the simplifying assumption that the INDs involved are noncircular MANN86, SCIO86] . The main justi cation for this restriction is that the implication problem for FDs and INDs holding in complete relations was shown to be undecidable MITC83, CHAN85] . Due to our complexity result for the implication problem of NFDs and NINDs, whenever incomplete information is supported (SQL supports the null value unk DATE93]), we can relax the noncircularity restriction and consider general sets of NINDs in the process of database design.
7 Key-based NINDs and database design Keys and foreign keys are fundamental to database design, since they capture the semantic notions of entity and referential integrity, respectively CODD79, DATE86]. In normalization theory BCNF ensures that entity integrity is maintained ULLM88, ATZE93] while key-based INDs ensure that referential integrity is preserved MANN86].
Herein, we generalise a result in MANN88] by showing that if a database schema is in BCNF and all the NINDs are key-based, then there is no interaction between the NFDs and NINDs. In contrast to MANN88] our result implies that when designing a database, which takes incomplete information into consideration, the database designer need not assume that the NINDs are noncircular.
We now de ne the notions of key, superkey and Boyce-Codd normal form ULLM88, ATZE93].
De nition 7.1 (Key and superkey) Let We observe that the notion of key-based NINDs is closely related to the concept of referential integrity CODD79, DATE86] . Assume that for each relation scheme in R we designate one of its keys as being a primary key CODD79]. Then a referential integrity constraint can be de ned as a key-based NIND of the form R X] S Y], where Y is the primary key of S.
We say that a set of NFDs F over R and a set of NINDs I over R have no interaction if for each NFD over R and for each NIND over R, F I j = if and only if F j = and F I j = if and only if I j = .
The following theorem shows that F and I have no interaction if R is in BCNF and I is key-based (cf. MANN88]).
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Theorem 7.1 Let F I be a set of NFDs and NINDs over R, where R is in BCNF and I is key-based. Then F and I have no interaction.
Proof. There are two cases to consider.
In the rst case let be a nontrivial NFD and suppose that j = . We need to show that it is also the case that F j = .
By Theorem 5.7 it is su cient to show that the pullback rule could not have been used in any proof of from in order to derive a nontrivial NFD which cannot be proved from F.
We use induction on the number of inference rules, k 2 !, used to derive ` . (Basis): If k = 0, the result follows, since 2 F and therefore F j = follows.
(Induction): Assume the result holds when the number inference rules used in order to derive j = is k, where k 0; we then need to prove that the result holds when the number of inference rules used to derive ` is k+1.
By inductive hypothesis it follows that the pullback rule must have been the last inference rule used in the proof of ` . Let be the NFD R : W ! Z and assume without loss of generality that W is the minimal subset of schema(R) such that ` obtains. Thus it must be the case that `R : W ! Z follows from `R WZ] S XY], with jXj = jWj, and S : X ! Y by the pullback rule. Furthermore, by inductive hypothesis we can deduce that F`S : X ! Y and thus X is a superkey for S, since R is in BCNF. In addition, S : X ! Y is a nontrivial NFD, since by assumption R : W ! Z is a nontrivial NFD. It follows that XY is a proper superset of a key for S and thus the NIND R WZ] S XY] is not key-based. This leads to a contradiction, since it implies that there exists a NIND in I that is not key-based.
In the second case let be a nontrivial NIND and suppose that j = . We need to show that it is also the case that I j = .
By Theorem 5.7 it is su cient to show that the null collection rule could not have been used in any proof of from in order to derive a nontrivial NIND which cannot be proved from I.
We use induction on the number of inference rules, k 2 !, used to derive ` . (Basis): If k = 0, the result follows, since 2 I and therefore I j = follows.
Let be the NIND R X] S Y]. It follows that the null collection rule must have been the last inference rule used in the proof of ` , with S : Z 3 ! Z 1 being a nontrivial NFD. In addition, Z 3 is a superkey for S, since S is in BCNF and we already have by inductive hypothesis that F`S : Z 3 ! Z 1 . Again, by inductive hypothesis all the NINDs in the if part of the null collection rule must be key-based NINDs. In particular R W 1 W 3 ] S Z 1 Z 3 ] must be key-based. This leads to a contradiction, since Z 1 Z 3 is a proper superset of a key for S. 2
As a consequence of Theorem 7.1 we suggest that a good design principle is to obtain a BCNF database schema together with a set of key-based NINDs. In such a case the keys and foreign keys provide the user with the full semantics of the database schema. It is important to note that we have not assumed that the set I of NINDs is noncircular as is the case in MANN86].
We conclude this section by explaining the semantics of an example taken from SCIO86, page 149], which was used therein to show that circular sets of INDs give rise to unclear semantics.
Let BOSS be a relation schema with schema(BOSS) = fEMP, MGRg and let I = fBOSS MGR]
BOSS EMP]g be a circular set of NINDs. The NIND in I states that every manager is also an employee. It follows that if r is a relation over BOSS and the tuple <John, Jack> is in r, then there must also exist a tuple of the form <Jack unk> in r. This does not cause any problems in the presence of incomplete information, since we may not know who Jack's boss is. On the other hand, if we only deal with complete relations then we get into a circular argument implying that r is an in nite relation (recall that we only allow nite relations) unless we add the tuple < Jack; Jack > to r implying that Jack manages himself SCIO86].
In both cases the semantics of the circular IND in I are unclear. By contrast, in the presence of nulls circular NINDs do not give rise to any semantic problems.
Concluding Remarks
We have introduced NINDs and studied their axiomatization and their implication problem in conjunction with NFDs. By employing a new inference rule, i. e. null collection, together with the pullback inference rule and the respective axiom systems for NFDs and NINDs, we have obtained a sound and complete axiom system for NFDs and NINDs. In order to establish our results we have made extensive use of the chase procedure as a theorem proving tool. We have also obtained the surprising result that the implication problem for NFDs and NINDs is decidable and EXPTIME-complete, thus allowing us to relax the restriction in database design that NINDs be noncircular. Finally, our results suggest that a good design principle is to obtain a BCNF database schema together with a set of key-based NINDs, since in this case NFDs and NINDs have no interaction.
Another important class of NINDs is the class of unary NINDs, that is NINDs of the form R A] S B], where A 2 schema(R) and B 2 schema(S) COSM90]. In a similar fashion to the proof of Theorem 7.1, it can be shown that if F is a set of standard NFDs and I is a set of unary NINDs, then F and I have no interaction. Thus, on using the results in COSM90] and the fact that the implication problem for NFDs can be solved in linear time, we deduce that the implication problem for NFDs and unary NINDs can also be solved in linear time.
A Appendix
Proof of Theorem 4.4. Let R = fR 1 ; : : :; R n g, where 8 i 2 f1,: : :,ng, schema(R i ) = < A 1 ; : : :; A n >. Also, let d = < r 1 ; : : :; r n >, where r 1 = f< a 1 ; : : :; a n >g, with a 1 ; : : :; a n being n distinct nonnull values, and such that 8 i 2 f2,: : :,ng, r i = ;. Also, let jCHASE(d, ;, I)j = P n i=1 jr i j, where r i 2 CHASE(d, ;, I) is the relation over R i 2 R. We exhibit a set of NINDs I over R such that jIj = 2(n?1) and jCHASE(d, ;, I)j = 2 n ? 1.
In the following we let ID i denote the NIND R i A 1 ; : : :; A n ] R i+1 A 1 ; : : :; A n ], where i 2 f1,: : :,n?1g.
Informally, for each i 2 f1,: : :,n?1g, the set of NINDs I over R includes the NIND, ID i , together with a NIND that swaps the ith attribute with the (i+1)th attribute in schema(R i ).
Thus, formally I = fI i j i 2 f1 Proof of Theorem 6.1. By the discussion prior to the statement of this theorem it remains to establish that the implication problem is EXPTIME-hard. In order to prove this result we construct an alternating Turing machine (ATM) CHAN81] working in space n, where n is the sum of the size of the input multiplied by the number of work tapes and the input tape; in the sequel we will view the collection of these tapes as a single tape of size n. For simplicity we allow the symbols of the input tape to be overwritten with blanks prior to the machine halting if it accepts its input.
Let and be the alphabet and the set of states, respectively, of an ATM, say M. We let b 2 denote the blank symbol and assume for simplicity that there is a distinct distinguished start state, denoted by Start, and a distinct distinguished accepting state, denoted by Accept, such that the machine accepts its input if and only if it enters the accepting state, Accept.
Without loss of generality we will assume that prior to entering the Accept state the contents of the input tape will be overwritten with blanks and the machine's head will be scanning the rst cell thereof. Let R be a relation schema whose attribute sequence, schema(R), includes the set of states Recall that the set of states of the ATM M contains two types of state: universal states and existential states. Informally, given an input, say x, we say that M accepts x if when M enters an existential state one of its successor states leads to the acceptance of x and when M enters a universal state all of its successor states lead to the acceptance of x (for the formal de nition see CHAN81]).
We will make several assumptions about the ATM, M, which do not restrict its expressive For convenience in the sequel we will refer to the transformed ATM, M 0 , simply as M.
We will now construct a set of NINDs that describe the transitions of M. There are two cases to consider for any transition from state St 1 to state St 2 .
In the rst case St 1 is an existential state and the transition of whose nodes are labeled by con gurations of M and such that an arc (v 1 ; v 2 ) denotes the fact that the con guration that labels node v 2 results from a transition emanating from the con guration that labels node v 1 . The con guration labels node, say v 0 . Let us denote such a DAG with respect to M and x by DAG(M, x). It can easily be veri ed that DAG(M, x) has a single root labeled by the initial con guration and a single sink labeled by the accepting con guration.
Assume that M accepts x. We prove that M j = by an induction on the length, say q, of the longest path in DAG(M, x) from the root to its sink. (Basis): If q = 1, then the result follows, since can be obtained from the NIND given by (2) by using the projection and permutation rule for NINDs. (Note that q = 0 is not possible, since Accept is distinct from Start.) (Induction): Assume that the result holds when the length of the longest path in DAG(M, x) from the root to its sink is q, where q 1; we then need to prove that the result holds when the length of the longest path in DAG(M, x) from the root to its sink is q+1. There are two cases to consider.
In the rst case the start state is an existential state. Thus, by (2), M includes the NIND:
